Imaging in cardiac cell-based therapy: in vivo tracking of the biological fate of therapeutic cells.
Clinical trials in cardiac cell-based therapy (CBT) have demonstrated the immense potential of stem progenitor cells (SPCs) to repair the injured myocardium. The bulk of evidence so far has shown that CBT can lead to structural and functional improvements. Unresolved issues remain, however, including gaps in the understanding of mechanisms and mixed results from CBT trials. To try to provide answers for these issues, assessment of the biological fate of SPCs once delivered to the injured heart has been called for. Advances in contrast agents and imaging modalities have made feasible the objective assessment of the in vivo molecular and cellular evolution of transplanted SPCs. In vivo imaging can target fundamental processes related to SPCs to gain information on their biological activities and outcomes within specific authentic microenvironments. Advantages and inherent drawbacks of imaging techniques, such as reporter-gene systems, optical imaging, radionuclide imaging, and MRI, are discussed in this Review. More than ever, it has become clear to scientists and clinicians that parallel developments in cell-based therapies and in vivo imaging modalities will strengthen this blossoming field.